APPLICATION FORM

THE UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL COURSES (UNU/IC)

REQUIREMENTS:

• The UNU/IC application form;
• Three letters of reference;
• A transcript of college academic records; and
• TOEFL scores (minimum 550, or equivalent proof of English language proficiency for non-native speakers)

The completed application form and the application material should be sent to:
Prof. Yozo Yokota, Director, UNU/IC, and Special Adviser to the Rector
United Nations University Centre
5-53-70 Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8925, Japan
Fax: +81-3/3499-2828

Due to the high volume of applications we receive for the courses, UNU is unfortunately not in a position to acknowledge receipt of your application. We will only contact short-listed candidates.

1. INFORMATION ON APPLICANT (PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION IN BLOCK CAPITAL LETTERS):

Name: ________________________________
Nationality: ________________________________
DOB: ___________ Age: ___ Gender: ___

CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS AND CONTACT NUMBERS (THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WILL BE USED BY US IN CONTACTING YOU):

Address: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Tel: ___________ Fax: ___________ E-mail: ___________

COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE):

__________________________________________________________

HOME ADDRESS AND CONTACT NUMBERS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE):

__________________________________________________________
2. **CURRENT PROFESSIONAL POSITION:**

3. **NAME OF ORGANIZATION, ADDRESS AND CONTACT NUMBERS:**

4. **IN 300-500 WORDS, PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL AND/OR ACADEMIC INTEREST(S) FOR TAKING THE COURSE(S):**
5. **Names of Three People who have Agreed to Provide Letters of Reference:**
Please request the above people to send confidential letters of reference (on official letterheads) directly to Prof. Yozo Yokota at the above-mentioned address (page 1) on or before 20 January 2003.

The FULLY COMPLETED application form should reach us by 20 January 2003.

Please be kind enough to indicate how you learned about UNU International Courses:

- [ ] The Economist
- [ ] International Herald Tribune
- [ ] Internet/UNU Homepage
- [ ] Others
- [ ] Newsweek